SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY

BE AN ADVOCATE FOR

AG BUSINESS

OWNERS

BECOME AN
ADVOCATE FOR
RURAL AMERICAN
BUSINESSES
But first…Who are we and why does it
matter?
Since 2014 Yanasa Ama Ranch has been
growing a strong social media presence via
YouTube, Facebook, and recently Instagram.
The husband and wife duo have racked up
over 4 Million Views and 15 Thousand
Subscribers. Based on SocialBlade Analytics
and their historical growth rate, the channel
will grow by over 25,000 subscribers and 6
Million Views in the next 12 months.
Charlie and Shauna own Yanasa Ama Ventures, LLC which is a parent
company for real estate business, professional marketing and videography
services in North Carolina. The Yanasa Ama Ranch youtube channel started
as a side venture and has grown dramatically over the past two years.
The Yanasa Ama Ranch Channel focuses entirely on rural life and culture.
The new “Meet My Neighbor” series focus’ on promoting the lives and
businesses of our neighbors, be it in miles or heart. We love our rural
America. In order to keep the content rich and original we are making this
program FREE to those we cover and are looking to sponsors to help cover
our development costs.
Meet My Neighbor offers suppliers and manufacturers the opportunity to
support their customers businesses with hi-quality marketing videos at a
fraction of the cost, growing your success alongside your customers’.
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VIDEO TYPES
More Than A Farm Tour

Small Sustainable Farms - Visiting
the farms that shape the heart and soul of
America and learning about their
practices, projects, and products.

Ag Services - Following rural
businesses that include an array of
service providers essential to our
communities. From Veterinarians to AgriTourism these videos remind us just how
fearless and fun life can be when you mix
people with animals and earth.

Events - From Agriculture Festivals to
Rodeos, the rural community is rich with
education, culture and tradition. These
videos capture those moments and
celebrate their heritage.
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WE ‘GET’ BRAND PROMOTION:
Charlie and Shauna have a combined 32 years of
marketing experience and they’re ready to share
their passion with you.

BE A PART OF YOUR CUSTOMERS
SUCCESS
There is no better form of Business to Business
marketing, than helping to promote your own
potential clients. Showing them you support them is
building a level of trust and respect.
Meet My Neighbor promotes rural businesses, events,
and culture. Your sponsorship shows that you care
about their future success.

THE POWER OF “FANS”
Likely one of the most valuable marketing methods is
fan endorsement. Reality stars of today, aka
YouTubers, have built a more trusted alliance with
their audience than traditional actors before them.
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That said, the best endorsement isn’t always pushed,
rather, it’s subtly cultured.

internet they don’t come down. Your brand and
image can continue to appear in search results for
years to come.

The Meet My Neighbor series is designed to promote
the agricultural community members being filmed.
The Yanasa Ama Ventures team has designed ways
for sponsors of this series to be seen and recognized
without stealing the thunder from those being
covered.

TIMELESS MARKETING
This isn’t a momentary ad opportunity. Social Media
Videos last forever. Once they are posted to the

AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIPS
Yanasa Ama Ventures offers al la carte sponsorship opportunities.
Advertisers may choose one or more sponsorships to customize their exposure
level. Sponsors are encouraged to consider a main sponsorship along with some
smaller sponsorships to gain maximum exposure.
YouTube Ad Placements are limited on these videos to protect our sponsorship
interest. Some skip able ads may be allowed in less desirable placements.
We are open to customizing sponsorships to tailor your needs. Please
Contact Us if you would like to do something diﬀerent than what we are
oﬀering.
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Production Sponsors
Platinum Production Sponsor $5,000.00
(Limit 1 Per Season)

(Guaranteed 6-8 Episodes). The sponsor will be
recognized as a “Production Partner” in credits
throughout all of that series’ marketing material,
websites, and informational packages.

This is the series flagship sponsor. The sponsor will
be recognized in the series introduction for one full
season of episodes (Guaranteed 6-8 Episodes). The
sponsor will be recognized as a “Co-Producer” in
credits throughout the series’ marketing material,
websites, and informational packages.
The sponsor’s Logo will also appear throughout the
duration of each video of that season in the bottom
left corner of the screen.

Bronze Production Sponsor $1,000.00 (Limit
2 Per Season)
4-8 Second “Brought to you by…” message at the
end-point of the video.
The sponsor will be recognized in the same
placement for one full season of episodes
(Guaranteed 8 Episodes). The sponsor will be
recognized as a “Production Partner” in credits
throughout all of that series’ marketing material,
websites, and informational packages.

Silver Production Sponsor $2,500.00 (Limit 2
Per Season)
4-8 Second “Brought to you by…” message at the
mid-point of the video.
The sponsor will be recognized in the same
placement for one full season of episodes
(Guaranteed 6-8 Episodes). The sponsor will be
recognized as a “Production Partner” in credits
throughout all of that series’ marketing material,
websites, and informational packages.

Gold Production Sponsor $4,000.00 (Limit 2
Per Season)
4-8 Second “Brought to you by…” message after the
first 30-60 seconds of the video introduction.
The sponsor will be recognized in the same
placement for one full season of episodes
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Episode Sponsor $1,500.00 (Limit 1 per
Episode)
4-8 Second “Brought to you by…” message after the
intro to the video.
The sponsor will be recognized in the same
placement for a single episode. The sponsor will be
recognized as a “Production Partner” in credits of that
episode.

CLOTHING SPONSORS
Are you a clothing brand wishing to make a splash with the
agricultural community?
Does your company have logo gear you’d like to see on the big
screen?
Logo Gear and Clothing Sponsors may
be purchased based on occurrence.
All clothing products must be provided.
Pricing is per episode per individual
host (Charlie or Shauna).

Promotional Logo Gear:
Logo Hat - $250.00
Logo T-Shirt - $250.00
Logo Jackets - $250.00

Clothiers and Brands:
Full Outfit - $250.00 best option for clothing companies wishing to
promote a style.
Jackets - $150.00
Shirt Only - $150.00
Pants Only - $100.00
Accessories - $50-75.00 depending on accessory.
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MENTIONS
AKA name dropping, are a
great way to subtly promote
your brand. Mentions can be
verbal or visual.

Soft Visual Mention - $50.00
Limit 10 Per Episode. Soft visual mentions are made through obvious shots of a
product with the brand visually obvious. For example, Shauna walks up to Charlie with
a McDonalds happy meal.
*Visual Product Must Be Provided
Soft Vocal Mention - $75.00
Limit 5 Per Episode. Soft vocal mentions are made through obvious verbal mention of a
product or service. For example, Charlie looks at Shauna and says “I need my
Milwaukee saw to cut this board.”
Direct Mention - $100.00
Limit 3 Per Episode. Direct Mentions are more direct sales pitches with verbal and
visual recognition. For Example, Charlie is removing a branch from a tree with a
Husqvarna Chainsaw:
Shauna says “How do you like your new Husqvarna 460 Rancher”
Charlie responds “I love this saw it has lots of power and incredible handling, everyone
should have one!”
*Visual Product Must Be Provided
It will be less sales pitchy, but you get the gist.
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Vehicle Sponsor
Do you have a vehicle you want promoted to the agricultural
community? Our vehicle sponsorship is a great way to show off
your product.
Option 1 Meet My Neighbor Series Sponsor
Vehicle will appear in every episode of Meet My Neighbor
Meet My Neighbor Special Episode with Local Dealer
1 Year Lease provided with No Mileage Caps.
Vehicle Maintenance Provided
$500 Gas Card Provided
Damage Waiver - Collision Insurance Provided by Yanasa Ama
Ventures.
Option 2 Channel Sponsor
Vehicle will appear in every episode of Meet My Neighbor
Yearly Vehicle Performance Review
Vehicle will appear throughout other numerous videos and series
on our channel at our discretion.
3 Year Lease provided with No Mileage Caps.
Vehicle Maintenance Provided
$1500 Gas Card Provided
Damage Waiver - Collision Insurance Provided by Yanasa Ama
Ventures.
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MORE THAN JUST TUBERS…
Charlie and Shauna are more than just “YouTubers” and social media
marketers. They are resourceful members of their community.

Following Hurricane Florence,
Charlie and Shauna used their
social media skills to help raise
over 20K dollars for flood victims.
They used their real estate
expertise to help flood victims
find mortgage loopholes to
escape “sunken” debts. They
used their land to host swamped
livestock and used their
mechanical knowledge to
salvage thousands of dollars in tools and equipment. Their aim was to help
drag their community out of the mud, so to speak.

The couple remains
committed to being a
voice in the agricultural
community and helps
promote small farmers
through their social
media presence.
When you sponsor Yanasa Ama Ranch, you are aligning yourself with a
powerful pair who care about making a difference in the lives of others.
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IMPROVED VIDEOGRAPHY
Times are changing, our channel is growing, and our skills are
developing. The Videography Capabilities of Yanasa Ama Ranch are
drastically improving as the camera and equipment line-up expands into
professional videography services.
YouTube is generally a place for amateur film makers, however moving
forward we plan to bring the same care and quality of professional films
to our sponsored videos. Sponsored videos will show multiple camera
angels and feature more close-up and slow motion camera shots. All
sponsored videos will be filmed in 4K and professionally edited for color
and sound. This differs from 90% of the videos we create for our
channel which are more often quick edits, shot with only one or two
cameras.
Will this disrupt the organic raw feel of the channel and relationship to
viewers? No. Yanasa Ama Ranch has aired several professionally
engineered videos and the content has generally been well accepted by
viewers. With the help of sponsors like you, the Yanasa Ama Ranch
channel plans to enhance the creative side of social media videography.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
YANASA AMA VENTURES, LLC

PLEASE NOTE:
As “Social Media Personalities” we DON’T hand out our number to everyone.
Please Email Requests for Phone Numbers and Physical Location.

MAIL:
PO BOX 601
GOLDSTON, NC. 27252

EMAIL:

WEBSITES:
WWW.YANASA.US | WWW.YANASARANCH.COM | WWW.OPALIRIS.COM
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